PARTICIPANT LIST 2019

COLOMBIA:
CHAMPION
INVOS FLOWERS EXPORT

ECUADOR:
EXPOROSAS
FRESHLINK CARGO
ROYAL FLOWERS

GERMANY:
BOCK BIO SCIENCE GMBH
ROSEN TANTAU, GERMANY
KÖRDES ROSES

KENYA:
ELGON COLLECTION
SIAN ROSES

POLAND:
INFOPOLIS

THE NETHERLANDS:
AMSONIA BV
ASTRA FUND HOLLAND B.V.
BERNHARD PLANTENKWEKERIJ B.V.
BEYOND
BREDÉFLEUR MOERKAPPEL
BROCKHOF PIERROT
DE RUIJT INNOVATIONS B.V.
DECOFRESH ROSES
DECORUM
DEKKER CHRYSANTEN B.V.
DELIFLOR CHRYSANTEN B.V.
DUİMEN ORANGE
EBEBI NURSERIES
FLOREIN GERBERA’S
FLORIST HOLLAND B.V.
FLOWER CIRCUS
FLOWERMAME.NL
G&G FLOWERS
GARDEN TRIALS AND TRADE
GREEN WORKS INTERNATIONAL B.V.
GREENSEASONS B.V.
GREENTH PLANTS BV
GRICON BRIDAL
GROEN BLOEMKUNST
HAARKAM FLOWERBULBS BV
HIJERDA KOORI B.V.
ICTUS FLOWERS B.V.
IPHANDLERS BV
LIMFLOR B.V.
MARK FRANK
PLANT MARKET BV
PLANTARIUM
ROYAL ANTHOS
ROYAL VAN ZANTEN
SCHREURS HOLLAND B.V.
SPECIAL ORCHIDS
STOKOLEX
TON VAN JAARSVELD - FLORAL DESIGN
VAN LINT B.V.
VD LUGT LISIANTHUS
VOORN ROZEN

UKRAINE:
AGROS
ASCANIA-FLORA
ASSOCIATION OF UKRAINIAN FLORISTS
BELIZED LANDSCAPING
BONUS
CERAMICA DESIGN
COMPANY «KOROBKI»
DECO-PACK
DIM, SAD, HOREC
DSV-UKRAINE, LLC
FINECARD, CREATIVE WORKSHOP
FIRMA VERESEN
FLORISTRY ACADEMY OF NATALYA NAGEEVA
FLOWERING FARM OF VIACHESLAV AND
SVITLANA KOVAL
FITGART
HAPPY GARDEN, MAGAZINE
HAPPY HOME DESIGN
ITAK
LANDSCAPE AND ARCHITECTURE, CONSULTING BUREAU
LOVE STYLE WEDDING SALON
LUX FLOWER
MELFLORA UKRAINE
MODAFLORA, AGENCY OF FLORISTRY
MO: SAD COMPANY
NP EUROCOM COMPONENTS, LLC
ODULAB
PASSPORTY TM
POLYBOX
PP KOSTYNYUK
PROPHORT MEDIA
PROPHYNKA
PROMISTAN CORPORATION, LTD
PROSTIR-BUD PLYUS
PROSTOZELENKO
RADEX
REGINA ORCHID SHOP
RSLYINKA
SERVICE FLORA
SKY7
SVIT PROEKTIV, MAGAZINE
THE DECORATIVE PACKING PLANT
UKRAFLORA
WHOLESALE DELIVERY OF THE FLOWERS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

CONTACT INFO

ORGANISERS:

Nova Exhibitions B.V.
Sales and organisation International
P.O. Box 257
3740 AG Baarn
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 85 401 73 97
E-mail: info@nova-exhibitions.com
www.nova-exhibitions.com

«City of Dreams» Company» LLC
Sales and organisation Ukraine and CIS Countries
13, Borysa Hmyri St., office 3
02141, Kyiv
Ukraine
Tel: +380 44 577 04 25
Fax: +380 44 577 04 26
E-mail: exhibition@cityofdreams.com.ua

PATRON:

Flower Council of Ukraine

1-3 June 2021

IEC | Kyiv | Ukraine

www.flowerexpo-ukraine.com
FLOWER EXPO UKRAINE; GROWING YOUR BUSINESS!

Flower Expo Ukraine is Ukraine’s leading and only exhibition for Flower Business, Horticulture, Nurseries, Landscape Design and Floristry.

The exhibition has since its start in 2006 been organised under the patronage of the Flower Council of Ukraine and has built up a very solid position as one of the leading trade shows for the entire horticultural and floricultural sector in Eastern Europe.

During the 2019 edition more than 9,000 visitors from Ukraine and CIS Countries visited the exhibition.

Almost 100 companies from 7 countries worldwide showcased their products and used the exhibition to strengthen and/or expand their activities in Ukraine and CIS Countries.

One of the key success factors of the exhibition is the extensive side program, which is being organized during the exhibition. The floristic demonstrations by top designers and the conference focusing on all aspects of nurseries and municipal greening have become an essential part of the exhibition.

Ukraine is a large emerging market; don’t miss out the opportunity to participate at Flower Expo Ukraine 2021!

SHOW PROFILE

14TH INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION FOR FLOWER BUSINESS, NURSERIES, LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND FLORISTRY IN UKRAINE

Organisers: Nova Exhibition BV (The Netherlands), City of Dreams Company LLC (Ukraine)

Patron: Flower Council of Ukraine

Supported by: Ukrainian League of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs, The Netherlands Embassy in Kyiv

Dates of next edition: 1-3 June 2021

Organised since: 2006

Location: Kyiv, Ukraine

Venue: International Exhibition Centre (IEC)

Frequency: Annual

www.flowerexpo-ukraine.com

STATISTICS 2019:

9.155 VISITORS
97 EXHIBITORS
3.500 SQM